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Abstract

We propose a framework using normalizing-flow based models, SELF-Referencing
Embedded Strings, and active learning that generates a high percentage of novel,
unique, and valid molecules and efficiently identifies optimal generated samples.
With an initial training set of only 200 small molecules in the QM9 dataset, 78%
of the generated samples are chemically valid, not present in the training data, and
unique. We define a "dissimilarity druglikeness" metric to quantify both the novelty
and druglikeness of generated samples. With active learning the maximally novel,
druglike generated samples are identified with an order of magnitude fewer steps
than random search. Our model is significantly simpler and easier to train than
other molecular generative models, and enables fast generation and identification
of novel druglike molecules.

1 Introduction

The goal of generative modeling of small molecules is to discover structurally novel molecules with
optimal chemical properties. Prior work using variational autoencoders (VAEs) [Gómez-Bombarelli
et al. [2018]], generative adversarial networks (GANs) [De Cao and Kipf [2018]], and reinforcement
learning [You et al. [2018]] has shown the promise of generative modeling in the chemical sciences.
Generative models are commonly evaluated according to the percentage of valid, novel, and unique
molecules they produce [Samanta et al. [2020], Brown et al. [2019]]. In the space of 1060 druglike
compounds [Mullard [2017]], the yet-to-be-proved utility of deep generative modeling lies in finding
useful molecular scaffolds and compounds that are not already well-known to medicinal chemists
[Bush et al. [2020]].

Recently, normalizing flows (NFs) [Papamakarios et al. [2019]] have emerged as a promising model
architecture for molecular graph generation [Zang and Wang [2020], Shi et al. [2020], Madhawa
et al. [2019], Honda et al. [2019]]. Unlike the frameworks discussed above, NFs do not rely on a
compressed latent space representation for generative modeling. Instead, an NF learns an invertible
mapping between a simple base distribution and a target distribution. Previous work applying NFs
to molecule generation [Zang and Wang [2020]] has shown that NFs with post-hoc corrections to
enforce chemical validity achieve high validity, novelty, and uniqueness scores on benchmark datasets
like QM9 [Ramakrishnan et al. [2014]] and ZINC250K [Sterling and Irwin [2015]].

In this paper, we present a greatly simplified NF architecture that, despite its simplicity and without
post-hoc corrections, generates 78% valid, novel, and unique molecules when trained on only 200
samples from QM9. By defining a "dissimilarity druglikeness" metric and feeding the generated
outputs to an active learning framework, we rapidly identify promising outliers that are both chemi-
cally dissimilar from the training data and druglike. A high percentage of valid outputs is ensured by
using the 100% robust SELF-referencing Embedded Strings (SELFIES) representation [Krenn et al.
[2020]]. This work presents an effective scheme for discovering novel druglike compounds, and an
accessible means for researchers to do robust generative molecular modeling.
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2 Active Flow-Based Generative Models

To circumvent a common problem with molecular generative models - invalid outputs due to chemical
rules not being encoded in the model architecture - we first encode the QM9 dataset as SELFIES
strings. The SELFIES grammar and bond constraints enforce chemical valency rules, guarantee-
ing that generated SELFIES are syntactically and semantically valid, without requiring post-hoc
corrections or complex model architectures that are difficult to train.

SELFIES strings are then one-hot encoded and dequantized [Dinh et al. [2016]] by adding random
noise from the interval [0, 1) to each element. The original inputs can be recovered by applying a
floor function, and the continuous dequantized inputs are used to train the model.
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Figure 1: Dequantized one-hot encodings of SELFIES representations are inputs to the normalizing
flow. The normalizing flow maps a simple base distribution to a complex target distribution.

We use a normalizing flow (NF) to model the distribution of molecules in QM9. Because NFs are
composed of bijective transformations, they provide an easily interpretable one-to-one mapping
between inputs and outputs, without lossy compression to a latent space representation. NFs offer
both generative sampling and exact likelihood calculation, unlike VAEs which provide only a lower-
bound on log-likelihood and GANs, which do not provide likelihood estimation. Here, the NF
provides a simple and straightforward means of generating new molecules. A schematic of the
data pre-processing and mapping between the base and target distributions is shown in Fig. 1. The
NF is comprised of eight Masked Autoregressive Flow (MAF) [Papamakarios et al. [2017]] layers,
each using a Masked Autoencoder for Distribution Estimation (MADE) [Germain et al. [2015]]
autoregressive network with 512, 512 hidden dimensions as the scale-and-shift operation.

The active molecular graph generation workflow is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The generative
model is trained on an initial subset of training data. Samples are then generated and queried
according to the active learning scheme to identify the optimal candidates by whatever metric is of
interest, e.g. docking affinity to some target protein. Active learning uses a simple surrogate model
like a random forest or a linear model to estimate the target property for the generated molecules.
Optimal candidates are selected by the surrogate model, and these candidates are used to augment the
training set. The NF is retrained and new samples are generated, with the entire procedure repeated
for multiple iterations to yield generated molecules with designer properties.

3 Experiments

As a proxy target for active learning, we define the Dissimilarity Druglikeness (DDL) metric. Starting
with the Tanimoto coefficient (a typical metric for comparing molecular fingerprints), each molecule is
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Figure 2: Active molecular graph generation with normalizing flows.

assigned a "novelty score" equal to 1−max({TC}), where {TC} is the set of all Tanimoto coefficients
comparing that molecule to the training data. Druglikeness is represented by the quantitative estimate
of druglikeness defined in Bickerton et al. [2012],

QED = exp

(
1

n

n∑
i=1

ln di

)
, (1)

where di are desirability functions corresponding to molecular descriptors. A scatter plot of these two
metrics is shown for a subset of 5000 compounds in QM9 in Fig. 3a. We construct the joint metric

DDL = (1−max({TC})) ∗ QED, (2)

such that maximizing DDL corresponds to maximally druglike molecules that are also maximally
dissimilar from all other molecules in the training data. A random forest is used as the surrogate
model in active learning to identify generated molecules with the highest DDL score, using molecular
fingerprints computed with the RDKit cheminformatics software. Fig. 3b is a histogram of DDL
scores for the random subset of 5000 compounds from QM9. Fig. 3c shows the training and validation
loss curves for training the NF on a training set of 200 compounds from QM9 (with 50 compounds in
the validation set). Fig. 3d shows the results of active learning to efficiently identify the maximum
DDL molecule in the first batch of 100 generated samples. For each batch of generated samples,
the molecules that are valid, unique, and novel are selected. Then active learning proceeds with the
surrogate model trained on only three randomly selected samples. The remaining samples are queried
at random, or by using the surrogate model to choose the sample with the highest predicted DDL
(expected max) or highest uncertainty in the predicted DDL (max uncertainty). The mean, median,
and standard deviation of the number of queries required to identify the max DDL molecule from the
generated samples with active learning (random search) are 3 (29), 5 (43), and 3.7 (16.5) over five
iterations on the first set of generated molecules. This simple experiment suggests that the use of
active learning could considerably speed up lead optimization efforts in real drug discovery settings,
where "queries" would correspond to experimental tests.

The percentage of valid, unique, and novel generated molecules for five iterations of active molecular
graph generation are given in Table 1. Our model is simple, easy to train, and performs better than or
comparably to state-of-the-art flow-based generative models, with the exception of MoFlow [Zang
and Wang [2020]], which has 10 coupling layers and 27 graph coupling layers and a post-hoc validity
correction, while our model has only eight layers and no post-hoc processing.

4 Discussion

Our next steps include extending this work to larger, more clinically relevant datasets like ZINC15,
with more expressive NF architectures. We will deploy the active molecular generation framework
on target properties that are not feasible to evaluate for all generated samples, like ligand-protein
binding affinities obtained through free energy perturbation calculations. This framework will then
be used in collaboration with experimental groups to synthesize and validate the final generated
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Figure 3: Active molecular graph generation for optimizing dissimilar druglikeness. A training
and validation set of 200 and 50 compounds respectively were selected from the QM9 dataset. a
Scatter plot of quantitative estimate of druglikeness versus dissimilarity. b Distribution of dissimilar
druglikeness score in a random subset of QM9. c Loss curves for training and validation sets for the
normalizing flow. d Active learning iterations to find optimal DDL molecule. The true maximum is
indicated with a red dashed line. Random, expected max, and max uncertainty query strategies are
shown in blue, orange, and green respectively.

Table 1: Active molecular graph generation performance on QM9.

Architecture % Valid, Unique, and Novel Molecules Reference

GraphNVP 47.97 Madhawa et al. [2019]
GRF 32.68 Honda et al. [2019]
GraphAF 83.95 Shi et al. [2020]
MoFlow 97.24± 0.21 Zang and Wang [2020]

This work 77.81± 0.06

candidates. In addition to developing the active molecular generation scheme with normalizing
flows, we also intend for this work to provide a simple and accessible means for researchers to do
robust generative molecular modeling. Importantly, the complete code base used for deep generative
modeling in this work has been made available in the DeepChem package [Ramsundar et al. [2019]]
at https://github.com/deepchem/deepchem.
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